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	The best
interface
between you
and your horse:
a Schleese Saddle!
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Introduction

	For your
horse’s pleasure:
your Schleese saddle!
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Introduction

Why SCHLEESE?

Innovation is our life
We set the standards in the saddle industry
Our Quality is second to none
We use only premium quality leather
Our Certified Saddle Ergonomists ensure optimum saddle fit
Your Schleese Saddle
The best seat

For the ride of your life
Feel how your horse breathes
And become one with him
Freedom of movement
With the greatest of ease
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Customization

	For as long
as you ride:
your saddle and your
saddle ergonomist
are part of
your life
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Customization

Saddle fit in accordance with the Saddlefit 4 Life® philosophy

Optimum fit of your SCHLEESE saddle based on our proprietary .
80 - point diagnostic S4L evaluation
Exact measurements of horse and rider anatomy with on-site .
static and dynamic fit
Exclusive service by your Certified SCHLEESE Saddle Ergonomist
Click here to help your horse with a personal saddle fit analysis: .
www.schleese-sattel.de
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Production

	Traditional
quality
in perfect
customization
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Production

Schleese saddles are made with great
attention to the smallest detail. The quality
of our manufacturing process results in a
saddle made to your exact specifications
and expec-tations: comfortable, soft, with
leather of the highest quality and options
according to your wishes. Enjoy your custommade saddle, which – with the proper care –
can last you a lifetime!
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Options

	You will feel
the difference:
	Our leather
	Ensures a lifelong enjoyment of
your saddle!
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Options

Leather quality and colour

Seam colour*

European soft leather

Black

European soft leather

Mocca

European soft leather

Cognac

European soft leather

Warm, rich Chestnut

German leather

Black

Buffalo

Black

Seat stitch colour*

Black

Black

Crisp White

Crisp White

Creamy Beige

Creamy Beige

Dark chocolate brown

Dark chocolate brown

Light milk-chocolate brown

Caramel

Blue

Royal Blue

Gold

Gold

Silver

Silver

Have your saddle made how you like it!

* Further options for seaming and seat stitching colours upon request
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Dressage saddles
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Dressage saddles

Giving you the optimum position is our forte
We are known as the ‚female saddle specialist‘ to ensure we put you in the right seat!
Our saddle panels will also protect your
horse’s back and offer you the ability to
ride in perfect harmony with your horse’s
movement.
Whether beginner or professional – the
SCHLEESE dressage saddles offer you the
perfect solution.

Saddle
Bubi

Category

Pirat
Rike

Rokeno

Flamenco
Tango

Mambo

Obrigado

Let‘s Dance
Prolight

                   Bi-NateLine®
                   Bi-NateLine®
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Dressage saddles

Bubi

BUBI – Our entry level dressage model, easily adaptable to all types of horse breeds and rider ability.
BUBI is built on our patented AdapTree®  which is
infinitely adjustable onsite for both tree width and
tree angle to accommodate anatomical changes in
your horse.
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Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown. Stitching and welting in various versions available.

Seat

deep seat position. Seat balance: centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh blocks

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

deep seat with a high cantle

Dressage saddles

Pirat

This is our popular SCHLEESE all-rounder saddle. .
It has a compact shoulder relief panel which makes
it ideal for all types of short-backed horse breeds.
It too is infinitely adjustable onsite in tree angle
and width, so that it can remain well fit to your
horse as he changes.

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown. Stitching and welting in .
various versions available.

Seat

average to low seat depth, seat balance:
centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh blocks

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

panel two sizes smaller than tree
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Dressage saddles

rike

This monoflap saddle with an integrated removable thigh roll supports close contact with your
horse. The thigh rolls can be changed to accommodate the rider’s leg position, and the adjustable tree
angle and width ensures ongoing adjustments are
facilitated.
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Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown. Stitching and welting in .
various versions available.

Seat

average seat depth

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh blocks

monoflap with integrated velcro thigh
blocks, variety of sizes available

Features

decorated stitching on flap

Dressage saddles

Rokeno

ROKENO is – like all SCHLEESE saddles – infinitely
adjustable and especially popular with the smaller
horse breeds with shorter backs. The somewhat
narrower construction of the saddle under the
rider’s thigh offers a particularly close feel to the
horse. The tree allows for infinite adjustments in
tree width and angle to ensure this feel is retained
even as your horse changes conformation.

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown, Caramell, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available.

Seat

average seat balance with a forward seat
balance. Seat curve support the female pelvis.

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh blocks

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

extra cut under upper leg. Seat balance
forward
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Dressage saddles

Flamenco
FLAMENCO is made especially with consideration
of support for the female pelvis at the cantle. The
deepest point of the saddle is extremely far forward to allow optimum alignment of balance
points between horse and rider. The tree is infinitely adjustable onsite in both tree width and angle
to maintain this optimum positioning of the rider
even as the horse changes.  
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Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, Caramell, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available.

Seat

deep seat curve with, seat balance: forward, in depending on cantle hight

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available as mono flap. Especially for
women with a S-formed lumbar spine.
Balance point forward. Pommel cut: 1/4 cut.

Dressage saddles

Tango

This dressage model has an additional cut-out in
the tree under the rider’s thigh to ensure a completely pliable seat to move in harmony with the
horse, while still providing the necessary support
for the rider. The TANGO can be adjusted onsite like
all SCHLEESE saddles, but the optional waist size
makes this saddle ideal for both male and female
riders.

Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown, Caramel, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available.

Seat

average seat depth, seat balance: centre

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panel

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap or a lower
cantle, With different waists for women
and men the best choice.
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Dressage saddles

Mambo

Mambo is a dressage saddle featuring a flatter
cantle with a medium seat to ensure the female
pelvis has enough room to move. Its tree is infinitely adjustable onsite to ensure tree width and
angle are always correct for the horse.
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Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown, Caramel, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available

Seat

average or deep (depending on cantle
height), seat balance: centre

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 or 1/2 panel with shoulder
relief and independent sweat flap, available as traditional panel or as PSI-panel

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap and lower
cantle height, give the necessary space for
the female pelvis to follow the horses
movements. With different waists for
women and men the best choice.

Dressage saddles

Obrigado

This means „thank you“ in Portuguese – which is
what the trainer who developed this saddle with
SCHLEESE said his horse was saying.
One of SCHLEESE’s most popular saddles, the
OBRIGADO has a deep, forward balance seat,
which makes it ideal for ‚baroque‘ type horses
with shorter backs. It is adjustable any time onsite
with the help of a certified SCHLEESE Saddle Ergonomist to ensure tree width and angle are always
perfect for the horse.

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

deep seat, seat balance forward (in different various available, depending on the
anatomy of your pelvis)

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap. With different waists for women and men the best
choice.
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Dressage saddles

Bi-NateLine®

Let‘s Dance
You’ll feel at home immediately in this saddle! .
FEI 5* judge and international Grand Prix rider Anne
Gribbons helped with the developement of this
saddle out of the SCHLEESE PROLIGHT model from
the Bi-NateLine™ (BNL-Saddles). The LET’S DANCE
has an extra narrow twist with incomparable seat
comfort. The PSI Panel ensures the lowest pressure
distribution over the horse’s back in the industry –
you will immediately feel the care and attention to
detail SCHLEESE puts into all of its saddles. This
saddle – like all SCHLEESE saddles – is built on the
infinitely adjustable Light Weight 3D AdapTree®.
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Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

extra deep seat

Waist

regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel PSI-panell with
shoulder relief and independent sweat flap

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap with internal
or external thigh rolls

Dressage saddles

Bi-NateLine®

ProLight

This saddle will give you the ultimate close feel to the
horse. This innovative SCHLEESE saddle is extremely
lightweight with a very soft seat and extra narrow
twist which ensures this closeness. The PSI-panell
with its shoulder cutback affords the horse complete
freedom of movement with its reduced pressure over
the horse’s back in the saddle support area. This
saddle is blowing away the competition and will
change the industry with its low pressure distribution
and close contact.

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

available in two seat depths

Waist

available in extra narrow, narrow and regular

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap. With different waists for women and men the best
choice.
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Jumping Saddles
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Jumping Saddles

Be a Jump Ahead of the Competition!
SCHLEESE jumping saddles afford a comfortable seat with maximum support to
ensure no pain at the S-I joint for the rider,
and faster recovery for the horse over a
jump.

Saddle

Hip Hop

Lindy Hop
Jete

LightFlight

Category

                 

                   Bi-NateLine®
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Jumping Saddles

hip hop

The HIPHOP jumping saddle allows you to take
your jumps in elegance and comfort. The innovative stitching on the kneepad ensures optimum
positioning and support of your leg. The infinite
adjustability of the saddle tree will allow an onsite
adaptation of tree width and angle to ensure ongoing fit for your horse.
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Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, Caramel, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available

Seat

average or deep seat, seat balance: centre,
seat tends to seem small

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

innovative stitching to allow the knee to lie
softly

Jumping Saddles

LINDY HOP

The extra close contact between horse and rider .
is one of the most outstanding features of the
LINDY HOP. As we would like to ensure you and
your horse keep smiling, the saddle is like any
other SCHLEESE saddle adjustable in tree angle
and –width at any time onsite. Thanks to this, we
can respond to the recent needs of you and your
horse to prevent you from any long term damage.

Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, two tone (caramel, brown)

Seat

average seat depth, seat balance: centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI panel  

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

jumping, XC
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Jumping Saddles

jeté

This is our bestselling jumping saddle with its flat
seat curve and shoulder relief panel to ensure
optimum close comfort and superior performance
over higher jumps. As training changes your
horse’s conformation, adjustments in tree width
and angle can be easily made onsite to ensure fit
stays.
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Sizes

16.0 | 16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

shallow seat curve, seat balance: forward

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI panel

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

available with different cantle heights and
seat balances

Jumping Saddles

Bi-NateLine®

Light Flight

The LIGHT FLIGHT from our Bi-NateLine™ offers
you one of the newest innovations in the industry.
This elegant saddle is optimum for both jumpers
and event riders. With its PSI-panell you will be
sitting ‚in‘ the saddle rather than ‚on‘ the saddle,
while ensuring the lowest pressure values per
square inch in the industry over the horse’s back.
The saddle offers a large number of personal
options for your designing pleasure!

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

shallow seat depth, seat balance: forward

Waist

narrow

Panel

Independent 3/4 or 1/2-PSI-panell with
shoulder relief and independent sweat

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

also available with mono flap
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Pony Saddles
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Pony Saddles

Our pony saddles make riding to a child’s
play pleasure
Start young – our SCHLEESE Saddles offer
proper positioning and close contact to
the pony – regardless of discipline (Jumping or Dressage).

Saddle

Trolli Springsattel

Category

Troli Dressursattel
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Pony Saddles

Trolli

Dressage Saddle

This is the ideal saddle for smaller (and/or younger)
riders. It can be easily adjusted onsite to ensure
proper tree width and angle for the horse, while
ensuring proper seat size, comfort and support for
the rider.
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Sizes

14 | 14.5 | 15.0 | 15.5

Colours

black, brown. Stitching and welting in various versions available

Seat

average seat depth, seat balance: centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

integrated traditional panel

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh blocks

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

espessially for ponys, round cantle

Pony Saddles

Trolli

Jumping Saddle

Conquer any hurdle with the TROLLI Jumping
saddle! It’s just as perfect to go hacking or crosscountry, and has the same renowned adjustable
features as all SCHLEESE saddles to ensure constant
optimum fit. It has a gullet plate with rear-facing
tree points to ensure shoulder freedom and adjustability to shoulder width and angle. The panels
have a nice wide gullet for the pony’s vertebrae
while being supportive.

Sizes

14 | 14.5 | 15.0 | 15.5

Colours

black, brown. Stitching and welting in various versions available

Seat

average seat depth, seat balance: centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

integrated traditional panel

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh blocks

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

especially for ponies, square cantle
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Eventing and Cross-Country saddles
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Eventing and
Cross-Country saddles

One for all
SCHLEESE Eventing saddles can do it all,
whether cross-country or beginning dressage since these can be considered General
Purpose saddles. They are very comfortable,
yet secure – even for longer hacks. .
Functional yet fun.

Saddle

Remonte

Light Flight Mono

Category
Bi-NateLine®
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Eventing and Cross-Country saddles

Remonte

The perfect General Purpose solution for both
horse and rider who like to traine in various disciplines. It comes in various seat balances to accomodate both Dressage or Jumping preferences. Especially young horses will experience ongoing and
significant changes in their saddle support areas,
which is why this saddle is so great with its infinite
adjustability in both tree width and angle.
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Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, Brown, two tone (chestnut, brown)

Seat

average or deep seat depth, seat balance:
centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point or 3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

for versatile use for dressage and jumping,
especially for young horses

Eventing and Cross-Country saddles

Bi-NateLine®

Light Flight
Mono
The Light Flight
Mono saddle is the
XC edition of the
Light Flight. It is a Bi-NateLine™ saddle and one of
the latest innovation in the saddle industry. This
saddle meets the needs of any eventing or crosscountry rider. The new saddle tree and the revolutionary PSI panel system allows you to sit “into”
the horse, rather than “on top of” the horse, for
an extremely close contact feel. This special tree
and panel construction obtains a long-lasting .
distribution of pressure.

Sizes

16.5 | 17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0

Colours

black, brown, two-tone (black with brown
colour: brown, Chestnut, Caramell). Stitching and welting in various versions
available

Seat

shallow seat depth, seat balance: forward

Waist

narrow

Panel

independant  3/4-or 1/2-PSI-panell
with shoulder relief and independant
sweat

Billet system

3-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

mono flap with long billets
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Icelandic and Western Saddles
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Icelandic and Western Saddles

Icelandic and Western Saddles
Our Icelandic saddles are made for the
Icelandic horses, which regularly vary
their gaits from walk, trot, canter and
toelting. Their deepest point is much
further back than in all our other saddles,
which makes the traditional and unique
toelting gait possible.
The „wild west“ comes to Europe!
Our special western saddle is particularly
unique for the western industry – it is
incredibly light and has the ability to be
adjusted onsite more than any other
western saddle on the market.  It has
interchangeable ground seats, which
make it rideable for both men and
women on the same horse.

Saddle
Skate

Category

Devin
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Icelandic Saddles

Skate

Our Icelandic saddle is perfect for long, comfortable hacks. It has an extreme shoulder cut-back in
the panel for those who prefer to toelt, and is absolutely adjustable onsite in both tree width and
angle to ensure complete freedom at the shoulder
to move.
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Sizes

17.0 | 17.5 | 18.0 | 18.5

Colours

black, brown, Caramell, Chestnut. Stitching
and welting in various versions available.

Seat

average or deep, seat balance: centre

Waist

narrow

Panel

Independent 3/4 panel with shoulder relief
and independent sweat flap, available as
traditional panel or as PSI-panell

Billet system

5-point billet system

Thigh rolls

Velcro system, variety of sizes available

Features

Icelandic saddle. Perfect for Icelandic horses,
because of its shortness and the extra shoulder relief.

Western Saddles

devin

Our very popular SCHLEESE Western Saddle – one of
the lightest western saddles on the market and one
of the most adjustable for both horse and rider.
Easily adaptable for different horses and different
riders using our innovative velcro fastenings. DIY (do
it yourself) with only a short introductory training
session of a SCHLEESE Saddle Ergonomist!

Sizes

15.0 | 16.0

Colours

black, brown, Chestnut, tan, various toolings available

Seat Depth

Interchangeable ground seats for both
male and female riders to allow various
depths and balance points

Twist

variable

Panel

adjustable panel systems with different
materials

Billet System

western rigging or English billets

Thigh rolls

-

Features

for versatile use, from trail riding up to
western riding every thing is possible. The
Velcro systems make it easy to adjust to
different horses and riders.
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Glossary of Terms
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Terms

Descriptions

AdapTree®

The fully adjustable gullet plate allows the patented AdapTree®  to be
changed numerous times in width and angle on site to adapt to the
every changing conformation of your horse.

Crotch Comfort Zone®

Padded air pocket in the saddle tree to allow for comfortable position of
the pubic symphysis.

PSI-panell

Our revolutionary PSI panel allows for pressure distribution along the
horse’s back in the saddle support area with the lowest values in the
industry. The firm yet comfortable panel with additionally integrated
tree parts allows a larger saddle support area which increases the
weight distribution of the rider and offers greater shoulder freedom for
the horse.

Bi-NateLine

This line offers especially light Schleese saddles with extremely comfortable seats, built on the patented low-weight AdapTree®. 	
All of the saddles in this line have incorporated the revolutionary PSI
Panel with shoulder cut-back to afford the lowest pressure distribution
readings in the industry.

Schleese Panels

Schleese Panels are noted for their shoulder relief cutback to afford
the horse maximum freedom of movement through the shoulder. They
have enough room in the gullet channel down the horse’s back to
ensure no impingement on the muscles, vertebral processes, or reflex
points which could result in unwanted behaviors. Our panels are filled
with a proprietary wool/synthetic combination to ensure comfort and
resilience with minimal compression.

Bi-NateLineTM

	Our
answer
to all
your
needs:
the SCHLEESE
TM
Bi-NateLine
The saddles in our Bi-NateLine™are based on an
evolutionary process from our original patented
AdapTree®.
These saddles are lighter and will give you a
close contact feel like no other saddle on the
market. The seat is extremely comfortable and is
combined with a very narrow twist for the rider,
while ensuring a wide twist for the horse. All

saddles in this line are equipped with our revolutionary PSI-panell for ultimate pressure distribution across the horse’s back. This optimal reduction of the rider’s weight across the horse’s back
increases the ability of the horse’s muscles to
oxygenate and lowers the risk of ischemia. As
with all SCHLEESE saddles, these are infinitely
adjustable to your horse’s conformation.
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www.schleese-sattel.de

